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Abstract

Analysis of the flow dynamics within the near-bed and sub-surface regions of river bed sediment is critical in understanding fluid exchange and related chemical transfer/reactions. The knowledge in above is limited as these regions are difficult to measure using traditional instrumentation methods. In this paper, we tried the use of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) technique to non-invasively image flow dynamics of simulated river bed. We developed a bespoke MRI-compatible open-channel flume in order to acquire real-time flow images from within the MRI bore and used contrast agent (Gd-DTPA) as a tracer through an immobile, porous gravel bed. Single MR Image slices along the flume length were obtained for analysis. The flow tracer images from within the sediment bed are calibrated from the output data in order to provide fully quantitative maps of tracer concentration at regular time intervals. These ‘white-box’ (i.e. data from within the porous bed) tracer profiles were evaluated with the CXTFIT computer package to estimate the transport parameters. The intention was both, to illustrate the appropriateness of MRI for flow-sediment research and to analyse the relationship between tracer dispersion and gravel framework structure.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique has the ability to collect spatio-temporal data of flow within opaque, porous systems. The added advantage is its non-invasiveness and it does not hinder or alter the flow. These characteristics helps in overcoming many present limitations of many techniques (e.g. Particle Imaging Velocimetry) and provides immense scope for detailed analysis of both sub-surface flow-related processes and analysis of the surface-subsurface interactions and the sediment boundary for open-flow research. Despite very limited evidence of the use of MRI by river-based researchers, the benefits of this technique have been long since exploited in wider flow-sediment disciplines with examples including: sedimentary structure in sandstone cores [1], acquiring 3D bed structure of sand-gravel sediments [2], hydro-carbon bearing in sedimentary rocks for the oil and gas industry [3] and mapping of flow velocity through porous media [4].

Thus, the present paper seeks to develop an appropriate equipment and methodology that suited for two purposes; (i) imaging open-channel flow with focus of interest on surface and subsurface regions, and (ii) undertaking quantitative image analysis appropriate to ascertaining relationships between flow processes and open-pore framework structure. Specifically, this study employs a GD-DTPA tracer (complex of gadolinium paramagnetic metal) to image water flow above and within a gravel bed screeded inside the flume. This method helps to acquire comparatively high quality signals during imaging as the relaxation of the \(1\mathrm{H}\) (hydrogen) nuclei surrounded by the paramagnetic molecules create sufficient contrast for the imaging process. Calibrating these images provides concentration profiles which are then used to predict the transport parameters of the tracer as a proxy for flow processes. CXTFIT a computer program is widely used to estimate the transport parameters in a laboratory or field data sets under various conditions. This program is used in the present study to estimate the tracer dispersion at various time intervals.
2. Materials and Methodology

2.1 Open-Channel Flume

In order to image spatio-temporal flow dynamics, this project required the design and construction of a bespoke MR-compatible open channel flume with the capability of variable discharge, fine sediment feed and easy to construct/dismantle within the MR facility. As magnetic materials would be attracted to the internal magnet and coils of the MRI, all flume components had to be made of Perspex and all the fixings made watertight via rubber seals. A new flume with above characteristics was fabricated.

This flume set up was tested in the 7Tesla GEMRIC MRI facility of The University of Glasgow, UK (Fig. 1). In all other ways, the flume design was a traditional open-channel set-up with rectangular cross-section with size of 9.3cm width x 6.2cm depth x 3m length. The above dimensions were approximated to make a largest possible flume that fit within the bore of the MRI (152mm). Due to the metal components that associated with the pump, this was kept outside the MRI room with plastic pipe connections running through the wall between the pump and the MRI rooms. The slope of the flume was established by adjusting the screws that are holding the flume within the bore of the MRI system and the slope of 1in 200 was used for all the experiments. The flow of water was established with a flow rate of 0.1 lit/sec. A feeder tank with agitation system is connected to the inflow pipe as appropriate for dispersal of commercially available paramagnetic Gd-DTPA (Sigma Aldrich) contrast agent and this had a manual top-up valve to feed the tracer throughout the experiment. As part of the main experimental programme, a gravel bed (4-5mm diameter dolomite) was scoured flat to a depth of 36mm within the flume test section; Fig. 2 shows the overall MR-compatible flume set-up used for this experiment.

Fig. 1: Schematic Image of an MRI, Indicating the 360 Degree Arrangement of the Magnetic and Location of the Bore (152mm Diameter) Used To Hold the Flume

Fig. 2: Photograph of the MR-Compatible Open-Channel Flume within the Bore of MRI System, Including the Dolomite Gravel Bed.
2.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging

The MRI experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance BioSpec system with 7T superconducting magnet (Bruker BioSpin, Karlsruhe, Germany). Pilot scans indicated that dolomite lithology provided the best MR image quality due to low ferromagnetic and paramagnetic impurities which was in agreement with previous research [2], [5]. Hence it was used within the flume setup shown in Fig. 2. This flume was placed inside MRI magnet bore bed horizontally with above mentioned tilt gradient for the flume (Fig. 1). Uniform flow was established at a flow depth 10-20mm and rate of <1l/s. The 1H magnetic nuclei of the water were used as the imaging medium for the MRI. Tracer transport imaging was performed using a Rapid Acquisition Relaxation Enhanced (RARE) Sequence (see Section 2.3) along a single vertical slice taken along the centreline of the length of the flume. The field of view of the image was 250 mm (length) x 125mm (depth). The movement of the tracer through the system was imaged at a five minute repeat interval and post-processed to provide fully quantitative maps of tracer concentrations.

2.3. Calibration of GD-DTPA

The effect of tracer concentration on the relaxation times is represented by the following equation [6], [7]

\[
[C] = \frac{1}{R} \left[ \frac{1}{T_{2,0}} - \frac{1}{T_{2,i}} \right]
\]  

(1)

Where \(T_{2,0}\) is the relaxation time in the absence of paramagnetic tracer, \(T_{2,i}\) is the relaxation time in the presence of paramagnetic tracer, \([C]\) is the concentration of the paramagnetic tracer, and \(R\) is the relaxivity constant of the paramagnetic tracer. To determine the relaxivity constant \(R\), standards of different Gd-DTPA concentrations were prepared and their \(T_2\) values measured with a multiple spin-echo sequence.

2.4. Quantitative Measurement of Tracer Concentration

Whilst a detailed review of the physics of MRI can be found in Levitt [8], it is pertinent to outline the basics of the technique here. The signal decay at a particular concentration \(C\) is obtained using a Rapid Acquisition Relaxation Enhancement pulse sequence (RARE) and it is represented by [9];

\[
\frac{S}{S_0} = \exp\left(\frac{-t_e}{T_{2,i}}\right)
\]  

(2)

Where \(S\) is the MRI signal, \(S_0\) is the signal at zero echo time and \(T_2\) is the spin-spin relaxation time. The effective echo time \(t_e\) was chosen to maximize the signal contrast as described in von der Schulenburg et al [10] and was determined to be 170ms. Combining equations (1) and (2) gives the following equation:

\[
C = \left[ \ln\left(\frac{S}{S_0}\right) \right]^{-1} \left[ \frac{1}{T_{2,0}} \right] \frac{1}{R}
\]  

(3)

A RARE image of the sample containing only water was appropriately scaled, to get a maximum signal intensity map of \(S_0\). Hence, GD tracer concentrations can be calculated from equation (3), using \(T_2\) weighted images acquired before and after introduction of the tracer.

2.5. CXTFIT Modelling

CXTFIT model is widely used to estimate the transport parameters in surface and sub-surface flow applications [11]. The hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient is estimated using the following analytic solutions of the linear convection-dispersion equation (CDE) with a first-order loss term [12] in the CXTFIT- Excel package.

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} C = D \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2} - v_p \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} - k C
\]  

(4)

Where \(C\) is the concentration, \(t\) is time, \(x\) is distance from the inlet, \(D\) is the dispersion coefficient, \(v_p\) is average particle velocity and \(k\) is the deposition rate coefficient. The flow chart of CXTFIT analysis is shown in Fig.3 and the full details of setting up the model including parameters estimation and optimization sequence are discussed in Tang et al [12] and Wraith et al [13]. The input parameters are the column length, average velocity and pulse duration and the model parameters are dispersivity, mobile water fraction \(\beta\) and mass transfer coefficient \(\omega\).
These parameters give the best-fit, measured by the least-square error between modelled and observed concentration profiles. From dispersivity, the dispersion coefficient $D$ is calculated over various time points. The deposition rate coefficient $k$ can be calculated from the other parameters $\nu_p$, $\beta$ and $\omega$.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Relaxivity Constant Measurement

Various tracer concentrations in water were prepared to calculate the relaxivity constant. The relationship between $T_2$ and the tracer concentration is shown in Fig.4.

---

**Fig. 4:** Relaxation Rate with Respect to GD DTPA Concentration
The Relaxivity constant, R, is the slope of the line in the above graph and was determined by the least square fit method. This was calculated as 7.2 mM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. This constant was then applied in equation (3) to analyze the tracer concentration profiles throughout the bed experiments. The analysis was done by using IDL image processing software.

3.2 Transport Study of GD-DTPA through the Sediment bed

Spatially and temporally resolved $T_2$ - weighted images of the tracer transport through the sediment bed were acquire for a single slice along the centreline of the flume at 5 minute time intervals until the image was saturated. Selected time intervals are shown in Fig. 5 (a) to (d).

![Fig. 5: T2 Weighted Images of GD DTPA in Dolomite Gravel at Time (A) 15, (B) 20, (C) 25, and (D) 40 Minutes; GD Transport Shown by Bright Regions. Rapid Penetration of Flow Through a Wide and Well-Connected Surface Pore Is Highlighted In Red.](image)

The brightest regions of the image are directly related to Gd concentration. Thus, two findings are clearly evident. Firstly, tracer penetration of the bed is faster in locations where the surface pores are larger and pore throat connections are wider (Fig. 5); this permits faster transfer of tracer fluid to the lower gravel layers. The highlighted location on Fig. 5 specifically shows a large surface pore of diameter 4-5mm and connected pore throats >1mm diameter for 4-5 layers of gravel. Thus, a tracer concentration (image brightness) is equivalent to that of the above-surface flow field, indicating a free exchange of fluid flow throughout this depth of bed at this location. The implication is that strong vertical velocities exist in this location and that this region of bed.

Secondly, Fig. 5 clearly indicates a separate, slower throughflow process within the subsurface. After 15 minutes the majority of the bed indicates no Gd penetration. Progressive increases in Gd tracer occur over the next 25 minutes, but it takes 40 minutes until the concentration of the pore fluid is equivalent to that of the surface free stream. Thus, comparing throughflow to surface-penetration data suggests that through flow is ~3 times slower at tracer dispersal than penetrating flow.

3.3. Tracer Concentration Profiles

Using the above discussed calibration protocol in section 2; these $T_2$ weighted images are converted into actual concentration maps of Gd DTPA. Averaged Gd concentrations across the length of the image slice from 15min at 5 minute time intervals are shown in Fig.6.
As we have seen from Fig. 5 (a) there is not much tracer penetration at 15min and starting to fill in the pore spaces and this progressive increase can be clearly seen in the concentration profiles in Fig.6.

3.4 Determination of Dispersivity - CXTFIT

The experimental results were evaluated with CXTFIT to quantify the dispersion coefficient. The more saturated profiles achieved goodness of fit values ($R^2$) 77%, 79%, 86% for 30-40mins and the profiles are shown in Fig.7 (a) to (c). The model fit for earlier time points have less saturated concentration profiles and hence did not give reliable fit. The fitted parameters are listed in Table 1.
As it is shown in the table, the achieved dispersion coefficient is $2.7 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s. There is no similar study found in the literature. However, using nonreactive tracer through soil columns Supriya et al. [14] achieved the dispersion coefficient of $5.67 \times 10^{-6}$ to $9.45 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s for varying the bed height and Disli [15] obtained the dispersion coefficient of $3.35 \times 10^{-6}$ to $2.08 \times 10^{-6}$ m$^2$/s for various soil types using CXTFIT. The variations in the dispersivity estimation could be due to influence of soil types, bed structure/the packing arrangements and bed height. The other fitted parameters $\beta$ and $\omega$ can be used in analyzing the mobility and retention of tracer in the system if the tracer has any surface charge or any reactive conditions. This will give further details about deposition rate and the attachment/detachment efficiency of the tracer to the sediment.

4. Conclusion

This paper has designed and utilized a pioneering coupled flume-MRI set-up to provide images of flow within a porous sediment bed. The data acquired demonstrated a tracer-transport proxy imaging the fluid dynamics of the bed subsurface and the surface-subsurface interaction. Whilst the present study is restricted to a single 2D image slice, the methodology is appropriate to multiple 2D imaging or even 3D volumetric imaging of the flow field and porous structure. Such non-invasive methodology therefore warrants further investigation for quantitative analysis of a wider range of flow-sediment processes in the near-bed and sub-surface regions of open-channel flow systems. CXTFIT is used to quantify the dispersion coefficient and this can be applied in real life situations for evaluating the environmental impacts of pollutant transport in natural and engineered coarse graded systems, such as sustainable urban drainage systems and river-beds.
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